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man, van der Schaaf, & Perry, 1983). The model further
predicts that although cholinergic agonists (such as Ta-A previous neurocomputational model of corticohippo-

campal interaction (Gluck & Myers, 1993) can provide a crine) may improve learning in subjects with artificially
depressed brain acetylcholine levels, there may be limitedframework for examining the behavioral effects of septo-

hippocampal modulation during classical conditioning. memory improvement in normal subjects from such cho-
linergic therapy. This is consistent with the general find-The model assumes that the hippocampal region is neces-

sary for forming new stimulus representations during ing of a U-shaped dose response curve for cholinergic drugs
in normal subjects: low to moderate doses may improvelearning, but not for the formation of simple associations.

This paper considers how septohippocampal interaction learning, but higher doses are ineffective or even degrade
learning (e.g., Ennaceur & Meliani, 1992; Dumery, Derer,could affect this function. The septal nuclei provide several

modulatory inputs to the hippocampus, including a cholin- & Blozovski, 1988; etc.). q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.

ergic input which Hasselmo (1995) has suggested may
function to regulate hippocampal dynamics on a contin-
uum between two states: a storage state in which incoming INTRODUCTION
information is encoded as an intermediate-term memory
and a recall state when this information is reactivated. In this paper, an existing computational model of
In this theory, anticholinergic drugs such as scopolamine

corticohippocampal interaction in associative learn-should disrupt learning by selectively reducing the hippo-
ing (Gluck & Myers, 1993; Myers & Gluck, 1994) iscampus’s ability to store new information. An approxima-
extended to include the effects of septohippocampaltion of Hasselmo’s idea can be implemented in the corti-
modulation. In particular, the model is generalizedcohippocampal model by a simple manipulation of hippo-
to incorporate the ideas proposed by Hasselmo andcampal learning rate; this manipulation is formally

equivalent to adjusting the amount of time the hippocam- Schnell (1994) that the septohippocampal pathways
pus spends in learning and recall states. With this manip- modulate hippocampal processing states. The re-
ulation, the model successfully accounts for the effects sulting model provides a framework for examining
of scopolamine in retarding classical conditioning in hu- the relative behavioral effects of hippocampal lesion,
mans (Solomon, Groccia-Ellison, Flynn, Mirak, Edwards, compared with hippocampal disruption via dis-
Dunehew, & Stanton, 1993) and animals (Solomon, Solo- rupting these septohippocampal pathways, as by the

anticholinergic drug scopolamine. Such indirect hip-
1 This research was supported by NIMH National Research Ser- pocampal disruption often impairs learning more

vice Award 1-F32-MH10351-01 (CM); by a a McDonnell-Pew
than direct hippocampal damage (Solomon, Solo-Foundation for Cognitive Neuroscience grant-in-aid (MG and
mon, van der Schaaf, & Perry, 1983).CM); by the Office of Naval Research through the Young Investi-

gator program (MG); and by a grant from the Hoechst-Celanese For example, a canonical form of simple learning
Foundation (MG). The authors would like to thank Richard F. in both animals and humans is classical conditioning
Thompson, and the anonymous reviewers of the manuscript, for of the eyeblink response. In this preparation, a pre-
insightful comments and suggestions. Correspondence may be

viously neutral stimulus such as a tone or light (theaddressed to Catherine Myers at Center for Molecular and Behav-
conditioned stimulus or CS) is repeatedly pairedioral Neuroscience, Rutgers University, Newark, NJ 07102 or via

e-mail to myers@pavlov.rutgers.edu. with a blink-evoking corneal airpuff (the uncondi-
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52 MYERS ET AL.

CSs and US (e.g., Solomon & Moore, 1975; Moyer,
Deyo, & Disterhoft, 1990). These data suggest that
although the hippocampal region may not be re-
quired for simple CS–US association learning, it is
required for learning more complex stimulus–stim-
ulus relationships.

These data are correctly accounted for by the corti-
cohippocampal model (Gluck & Myers, 1993). That
model assumes that the hippocampal region is re-
quired for learning about stimulus–stimulus regu-
larities in the environment, but not for simpler asso-
ciations such as underlie basic eyeblink condition-
ing. The model correctly expects no particular deficit
in simple acquisition of a CS–US association, but
significant disruption to more complex conditioning
paradigms (Gluck & Myers, 1993). It also accounts
for the disruption in contextual learning which can
follow hippocampal region damage (Myers & Gluck,
1994) and for the finding that human hippocampal-
damaged amnesics show normal performance early
in training of a probabilistic categorization task, but
with extended training control subjects outperform

FIG. 1. Schematic of major information pathways in the hip-
the amnesics (Knowlton, Squire, & Gluck, 1994).pocampal region. Sensory information arrives through the super-

So far, this computational model has centered onficial entorhinal cortex, travels through the hippocampal forma-
tion (dentate gyrus, CA3, CA1, subiculum), before exiting through the hippocampal region and its cortical inputs, espe-
the deep entorhinal cortex to the sensory and association areas cially the pathway for stimulus information to enter
where it originated. There is a second hippocampal input–output and exit the hippocampus via the entorhinal cortex
pathway through the fornix; among the structures with reciprocal

(cf. Myers, Gluck, & Granger, 1995). But the hippo-hippocampal connections through the fornix is the basal fore-
campus has other important connections, includingbrain, containing several nuclei including the medial septum.
modulatory input. One such structure, the medial
septum, sends a strong cholinergic input to the hip-
pocampus (Hasselmo, 1995; Nolte, 1993; Nauta &tioned stimulus or US); with repeated pairings, the

subject acquires a CS–US association such that pre- Feirtag, 1986) and may also modulate the theta
rhythm, a hippocampal EEG rhythm associated withsentation of the CS alone can elicit an anticipatory

blink. This preparation has been used to study learn- exploratory behaviors (Berry & Thompson, 1979;
Buzsaki & Eidelberg, 1983). Damage to the medialing in humans (Solomon, Groccia-Ellison, Flynn,

Mirak, Edwards, Dunehew, & Stanton, 1993), rab- septum should interrupt these pathways and may
therefore interrupt hippocampal function indirectly.bits (Gormezano, Kehoe, & Marshall, 1983; Thomp-

son, 1986, 1990), and rats (Schmajuk, Lam, & Chris- Medial septal lesion greatly retards acquisition of
simple eyeblink conditioning (Berry & Thompson,tiansen, 1994). Under optimal experimental param-

eters, damage to the hippocampal region (Fig. 1) 1979), while pharmacological disruption of choliner-
gic processes in the medial septum, through cholin-does not impair eyeblink conditioning in rabbits

(Port & Patterson, 1984; Schmaltz & Theios, 1972), ergic antagonists such as scopolamine, similarly dis-
rupts conditioning in rabbits (Solomon et al., 1983)rats (Schmajuk et al., 1994), or humans (Gabrieli,

McGlinchey-Berroth, Carrillo, Gluck, Cermak, & and humans (Solomon et al., 1993). These data imply
that disrupting the hippocampus, through septalDisterhoft, 1995; Woodruff-Pak, 1993; Daum, Chan-

non, & Canavan, 1989; Weiskrantz & Warrington, damage, may have a more devastating effect than
merely removing the hippocampus through outright1977). This spared learning contrasts with the char-

acteristic anterograde amnesia for many other kinds lesion (Solomon et al., 1983).
These data can be addressed in the corticohippo-of learning which follows hippocampal damage in

animals and humans (Squire, 1992; Cohen, 1984). campal model by incorporating a recent suggestion
that the septohippocampal pathways modulate theHowever, eyeblink conditioning may be disrupted by

hippocampal-region damage if there are more com- relative amount of information storage and retrieval
in the hippocampus (Hasselmo & Schnell, 1994).plex temporal or correlational relationships between
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53A MODEL OF SEPTOHIPPOCAMPAL DISRUPTION

This can be done by simply manipulating relative
storage rates in the model and does not require fur-
ther theoretical assumptions. The resulting system
correctly shows no hippocampal-lesion impairment
but a strong septal-lesion impairment; it can also
account for the dose-dependent effects of cholinergic
intervention in septal processing. One important
prediction of the model is that although drugs which
improve cholinergic processing may improve learn-
ing in patients with damage to medial septal nuclei
and other cholinergic nuclei in the basal forebrain
region, there is expected to be only a limited im-
provement in normal subjects with normal brain
acetylcholine levels. This prediction has important
implications, given the recent pharmacological inter-
est in the production of ‘‘memory drugs’’ to improve
learning in normal subjects.

REVIEW OF THE CORTICOHIPPOCAMPAL
MODEL

FIG. 2. Schematic examples of stimulus representations. (A)
Presenting a stimulus input results in a particular representa-
tion, or pattern of activities, over a set of neurons or nodes. TheGluck and Myers (1993) previously presented a
exact pattern of activations may have little superficial similaritycomputational model of hippocampal function in as-
to the inputs that evoke them, but some nodes will respond

sociative learning. Central to this model is the defi- strongly and others will respond weakly, resulting in an arbitrary
nition of a stimulus representation as a pattern of pattern. (B) A different input will evoke a different representation

which may overlap little with the one shown in (A); if so, it willactivities over a set of neurons (or nodes in a connec-
be easy to map the representations to different outputs and hence,tionist network) which recode a stimulus input (ex-
to learn different responses to the two inputs. (C) By contrast, ifample activity patterns are shown in Fig. 2). The
a stimulus evokes a very similar representation to that shown in

exact form of this pattern is arbitrary and may bear (B), it will be harder to map these two stimuli to different re-
little resemblance to the stimulus which evokes it; sponses. The similarity between two representations may reflect

physical similarity between the two stimuli, or other correlations.all that matters is that some responses are strong
and others are weak. Learning about stimuli is then
equivalent to associating their representations with

these other regions can, however, adopt the new rep-appropriate behavioral outputs. If the representa-
resentations formed in the hippocampal region.2tions of two stimuli are very distinct (as in Figs. 2A

These ideas have been implemented in a connec-vs. 2B), it will be very easy to map them to different
tionist model of classical conditioning (see Fig. 3A),behavioral responses. If the representations are very
with one network representing learning dependentsimilar (as in Figs. 2B vs. 2C), it is harder to map
on the hippocampal region and a second networkthem to different responses. Learning to associate
representing cortical long-term storage (Gluck &stimuli with responses can therefore be facilitated
Myers, 1993). The hippocampal-region network is aby choosing appropriate stimulus representations.
predictive autoencoder (Hinton, 1989; Baldi & Hor-Gluck and Myers (1993) proposed that the hippo-
nik, 1989), which learns a transform from inputscampal region can facilitate learning in this way.
representing conditioned and contextual stimuli,Specifically, the hippocampal region is assumed to
through a narrow hidden layer, to outputs whichmodify stimulus representations according to two bi-
reconstruct the inputs as well as a prediction of rein-ases: predictive differentiation, a bias to make repre-
forcement (US) arrival. Because the internal layersentations more distinct if stimuli are to be mapped
in this network is constrained to be smaller than theto different responses, and redundancy compression,

a bias to make representations more similar if stim-
uli cooccur or are redundant. Other regions such as 2 It should be noted that the hippocampus may either temporar-
cerebellar and cerebral cortices, which are assumed ily store these new representations or merely be required for their
to be the sites of long-term memory storage, cannot construction elsewhere. Our present model does not distinguish

these possibilities with respect to associative learning.modify stimulus representations by themselves;
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54 MYERS ET AL.

FIG. 3. The corticohippocampal model (Gluck & Myers, 1993). (A) The intact model. One network, representing processing dependent
on the hippocampal region, learns to reconstruct its inputs, plus a prediction of US arrival, while forming new stimulus representations
in its internal layer which compress redundant information but differentiate predictive information. A second cortical network is assumed
to be the site of long-term memory. This network learns to map from its inputs to an internal representation provided by the hippocampal-
region network and from those representations to an output which is assumed to govern strength (or probability) of a behavioral response.
The strength of the response is also a measure of US prediction by the system. (B) The lesioned model. Disabling the hippocampal-
region network is assumed to result in the cortical network no longer being able to acquire new (hippocampal-dependent) representations,
although it can still learn to map from existing representations to new behavioral responses.

input and output layers, the network is forced to hoft, 1989), or rats (Schmajuk et al., 1994). Figures
4A and 4B summarize these data. The model cor-compress redundant information while preserving

predictive information. The result is that a represen- rectly expects no lesion deficit on acquiring the con-
ditioned response (Fig. 4C). The model assumes thattation develops in the internal layer which has ex-

actly the properties required by the theory. hippocampal-region damage eliminates the ability
to form new stimulus representations, but not theBy contrast, the cortical network is not assumed

to be able to form new representations in its internal ability to learn new stimulus–response mappings
based on preexisting representations. Therefore, thelayer. It can, however, adopt the representations

formed in the hippocampal network. It then learns lesioned model shows no particular deficit in acquisi-
tion of a simple CS–US association (Gluck & Myers,to map from these representations to an output; the

strength or probability of a behavioral response is 1993).
By contrast with the situation for simple acquisi-assumed to be a function of the strength of this out-

put—which is also a measure of how strongly US tion, the model predicts that the hippocampal region
should be critical for more complex conditioning par-arrival is anticipated, given the current inputs.

In this model, hippocampal lesions are simulated adigms which require information about stimulus–
stimulus relationships. For example, in sensory pre-by disabling the hippocampal network (see Fig. 3B).

In this case, no new hippocampal-dependent stimu- conditioning, prior exposure to a cue compound in-
creases the amount by which learning to one of thelus representations can be formed, although the cor-

tical network is left with whatever representations cue components generalizes to the other cue compo-
nent (Thompson, 1972). The model predicts that thiswere present before lesioning, and it can still learn to

map from these preexisting representations to new enhanced generalization arises from representa-
tional compression of the two components during thebehavioral responses.

This model can be used to model the acquisition preexposure phase. Thus, the intact but not lesioned
corticohippocampal model shows sensory precondi-of a simple conditioned eyeblink response. Hippo-

campal-region damage does not impair conditioned tioning (Gluck & Myers, 1993); this is consistent
with data showing that hippocampal-region damageeyeblink acquisition in humans (Gabrieli et al., 1995;

Woodruff-Pak, 1993; Daum et al., 1989; Weisk- eliminates sensory preconditioning in rabbit eye-
blink conditioning (Port & Patterson, 1984). Simi-rantz & Warrington, 1979), rabbits (Solomon &

Moore, 1975; Solomon, 1977; Akase, Alkon, & Dister- larly, the model correctly accounts for observed im-
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55A MODEL OF SEPTOHIPPOCAMPAL DISRUPTION

FIG. 4. Hippocampal-region damage does not affect acquisition of conditioned eyeblink responding in (A) humans (reprinted from
Gabrieli et al., 1995) or (B) rabbits (after Solomon & Moore, 1975). (C) Similarly, the corticohippocampal model does not expect any
lesion deficit on conditioned acquisition.

pairments after hippocampal-region damage in la- ability through suppression of currents underlying
adaptation (Barkai & Hasselmo, 1994; Madison,tent inhibition and reversal learning (Gluck &

Myers, 1993); the model makes several novel predic- Lancaster, & Nicoll, 1987), and enhancement of syn-
aptic modification (Hasselmo & Barkai, 1995;tions, including impairments in compound precondi-

tioning and easy–hard transfer (Gluck & Myers, Huerta & Lisman, 1993).
An important aspect of this cholinergic suppres-1993). The model also provides an interpretation of

the impairments in contextual processing seen after sion of synaptic transmission in the hippocampus
and elsewhere is that it is selective, affecting somehippocampal-region damage (Myers & Gluck, 1994).

Finally, with straightforward generalizations, the kinds of synapses more strongly than others. For
example, acetylcholine strongly blocks intrinsic re-same model can be applied to human probabilistic

category learning (Knowlton et al., 1994) and rodent current collaterals in stratum radiatum of hippo-
campal region CA3 (Hasselmo, Schnell, & Barkai,simultaneous odor discrimination (Myers & Gluck,

1995), and correctly predicts the behavior of hippo- 1995) and the Schaeffer collaterals in stratum radia-
campal-damaged amnesic patients. tum of hippocampal region CA1 (Hasselmo &

Schnell, 1994), but has a much weaker effect on ex-
ternal inputs from entorhinal cortex in region CA1SEPTOHIPPOCAMPAL MODULATION
(Hasselmo & Schnell, 1994). Thus, cholinergic sup-
pression has more effect on intrinsic, recurrent col-The corticohippocampal model has centered on the
laterals than on external afferents.hippocampal region and its cortical inputs, espe-

Hasselmo (1995) has interpreted this effect as sug-cially the pathway for stimulus information to enter
gesting a means whereby the dynamics of the hippo-and exit hippocampus via the entorhinal cortex (cf.
campus could vary on a continuum between twoMyers et al., 1995). But the hippocampus has other
modes for the storing of new information or the recallimportant connections, which may modulate its pro-
of previously stored information. The high degree ofcessing. One region which communicates with hippo-
recurrency within region CA3 has led several re-campus is the basal forebrain, including nucleus bas-
searchers to suggest that this region could functionalis, diagonal band, and medial septum. The basal
as an autoassociative network (e.g., Marr, 1971; Mc-forebrain is an important source of the neurotrans-
Naughton, 1989; Treves & Rolls, 1992; O’Reilly &mitter acetylcholine (ACh) throughout the cortex,
McClelland, 1994; Hasselmo et al., 1995). Autoasso-with the medial septum in particular sending acetyl-
ciative networks store input patterns by adaptingcholine to the hippocampus (Hasselmo, 1995; Nolte,
weighted connections (‘‘synapses’’) on recurrent col-1993; Nauta & Feirtag, 1986). Acetylcholine within
laterals; later, when presented with a partial or de-the central nervous system is a neuromodulator
graded version of a stored pattern, the network canwhich has been shown to have several important
retrieve the original pattern by allowing iterativeeffects in hippocampus and cortex, including sup-
spread of activation along the recurrent collateralspression of synaptic transmission (Hasselmo &

Schnell, 1994), enhancement of pyramidal cell excit- (e.g., Anderson, 1977; Kohonen, 1984). However,
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such a network needs to function in two different which disrupts theta would be expected to reduce
the ability to store information in the hippocampus.modes. First, during storage, the recurrent collater-

als need to be suppressed, to prevent recall of pre- Thus, although this account of septohippocampal in-
teraction differs from Hasselmo’s in the mechanismsviously stored information from interfering with new

storage. Later, during pattern recall, the recurrent discussed, it makes the same qualitative prediction
regarding the effects of septal lesion on hippocampalcollaterals need to be active, to allow previously

stored information to be reconstructed. Hasselmo et processing.
In fact, septal lesion does disrupt hippocampalal. (1995) suggested that cholinergic modulation

would be able to perform this function in CA3. When processing behaviorally and greatly retards acquisi-
tion of conditioned eyeblinking in rabbits (Berry &acetylcholine is present, it selectively suppresses in-

trinsic recurrent collaterals, allowing a storage Thompson, 1979; Salvatierra & Berry, 1989; Powell,
Milligan, & Buchanan, 1976), as shown in Fig. 5A.phase; when it is absent, the recurrent collaterals

are allowed to be active and reconstruct patterns. Septal lesion of course interrupts all septohippocam-
pal connections, cholinergic as well as GABAergicAs patterns are reconstructed, they may then be pre-

sented to the neocortex for storage there. Hasselmo processes. The cholinergic processes can be selec-
tively targeted, through pharmacological interven-and Schnell (1994) propose a similar role for cholin-

ergic modulation in heteroassociative memory func- tion, such as administration of the cholinergic antag-
onist scopolamine, which blocks muscarinic recep-tion in CA1, and cholinergic modulation has been

integrated in a large-scale computational model of tors (Brazhnik, Vinogradova, Stafekhina, &
Kitchigina, 1993a). Scopolamine delivered directlythe hippocampus combining associative memory

function in those regions with self-organization of to medial septum greatly retards eyeblink condition-
ing in rabbits (Solomon & Gottfried, 1981), as shownafferent input from the entorhinal cortex (Has-

selmo & Stern, 1995). According to this account, in Fig. 5B.
Systemically administered scopolamine similarlyeliminating cholinergic modulation through septal

lesion, or disrupting it through pharmacological in- delays eyeblink conditioning in humans (Solomon et
al., 1993) and rabbits (Solomon et al., 1983), astervention, should disrupt hippocampal function by

reducing the ability to store new information and shown in Fig. 5C. Systemic atropine, another anti-
muscarinic, retards rabbit eyeblink conditioning asincreasing the tendency to recall old memories when

presented with new ones. This might lead to a dra- well (Downs, Cardozo, Schneiderman, Yehle, Van-
Dercar, & Zwilling, 1972). Conditioning in hippo-matically different pattern than outright hippocam-

pal lesion, which would simply eliminate the ability campal-lesioned animals is not retarded by scopol-
amine (Solomon et al., 1983), suggesting that theboth to store and recall patterns.

It should be noted that, in addition to cholinergic drug acts directly or indirectly to affect hippocampal
processing. This is supported by neurophysiologicalinputs, GABAergic inputs from the medial septum

may also be involved in mediating hippocampal data showing that systemic scopolamine acts to alter
hippocampal EEG rhythms and reduce neural re-theta rhythm (Berry & Thompson, 1979; Buzsaki &

Eidelberg, 1983). Hippocampal EEG operates in two sponsiveness in hippocampus (Salvatierra & Berry,
1989). Systemic scopolamine, of course, interruptsdistinct modes: alternating periods of theta waves,

rhythmic (4–8 Hz) oscillations, and sharp waves, other cholinergic processes, such as those arising
from nucleus basalis and reticular formation, andcharacterized by nonrhythmic bursting activity

(Fox, Wolfson, & Ranck, 1983). Theta waves occur other cholinergic targets, such as neocortex (cf. Iz-
quierdo, 1989). However, these other afferents andduring exploratory behavior such as walking and

sniffing, while sharp waves occur during such con- targets appear to be of lesser importance in eyeblink
conditioning than the septohippocampal pathways:summatory behaviors as grooming and eating

(Vanderwolf & Leung, 1983). Buzsaki (1989) has lesions of nucleus basalis alone do not affect eyeblink
conditioning (Ginn & Powell, 1992), while nucleussuggested that this alternation between theta and

sharp-wave states corresponds to two phases of hip- basalis–cortical cholinergic processes apparently do
not play a critical role in memory (cf., Kesner, 1988).pocampal-system processing: theta representing a

‘‘storage’’ phase, in which incoming information is Therefore, it appears that systemic scopolamine has
its greatest effect on eyeblink conditioning in dis-stored in the hippocampus (fast but volatile storage),

and sharp waves indicating a ‘‘recall’’ or ‘‘consolida- rupting septohippocampal cholinergic processes.3

tion’’ phase, during which stored hippocampal mem-
ories are reinstated for gradual transfer to neocortex 3 Intrahippocampal injections of scopolamine have been shown

to retard rabbit eyeblink conditioning in one study (Solomon &(slow but long-term storage). Again, a septal lesion
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57A MODEL OF SEPTOHIPPOCAMPAL DISRUPTION

FIG. 5. Medial septal disruption disrupts conditioning of eyeblink response in the rabbit. (A) Direct medial septal lesion (adapted
from Berry & Thompson, 1979). (B) Application of the anticholinergic drug scopolamine to the medial septum (adapted from Solomon &
Gottfried, 1981). (C) Systemic application of scopolamine (adapted from Solomon et al., 1983). In (B) and (C), the effect of scopolamine
is to delay the onset of conditioning, rather than preventing it. Conditioning in (A) does not extend to asymptotic performance in controls,
so it is undetermined whether the lesioned animals eventually reach normal performance levels.

The behavioral results shown in Fig. 5 all replicate the hippocampus spends storing new information,
by the presence of cholinergic inputs, as suggesteda basic result that the onset of conditioned learning
by Hasselmo, or by the theta rhythm, as suggestedis delayed after medial septal disruption. However,
by Buzsaki, or by some combination of the two. Sep-in each case, learning with the dysfunctional septo-
tal disruption or lesion should then reduce or pre-hippocampal system is not abolished, merely de-
vent storage of new information, but might not affectlayed (cf., Salvatierra & Berry, 1989). Once condi-
the rate at which stored information is recalled andtioning begins to emerge, learning appears to pro-
transferred to cortical long-term storage sites. Thisceed at a normal rate, and eventually the
is schematized in Fig. 6A.scopolamine groups in Figs. 5B and 5C reach the

In the corticohippocampal model, the amount ofsame asymptotic performance levels as controls.
storage in the hippocampal-region network is gov-The lesioned animals in Fig. 5A were not trained
erned by the learning rate parameter in that net-to asymptotic performance, but their responding
work. The rate at which information is transferredmight also have continued to increase given further
from hippocampus to cortical storage is governed in-training.
dependently by the learning rate on the lower layer
of the cortical network. Therefore, altering the hip-MODELING SEPTOHIPPOCAMPAL INTERACTION
pocampal learning rate is equivalent to selectively

How can these effects of septohippocampal disrup- reducing hippocampal storage without affecting hip-
tion be incorporated within Gluck and Myers’s pocampal recall and transfer to cortex. Thus, this
(1993) corticohippocampal model? Assume that the simple mechanism of adjusting hippocampal learn-

ing rate is enough to affect processing in qualita-medial septum regulates the amount of time that
tively the way hypothesized by Hasselmo to occur
after septal damage. Figure 6B schematizes this ap-Gottfried, 1981), which would suggest that the effects of scopol-
proach.amine are in the septum or septohippocampal pathways rather

There is another way to effect disruption of hippo-than in the hippocampus itself. However, other studies have
shown that posttraining injections of intrahippocampal scopol- campal storage in the corticohippocampal model:
amine do retard recall of avoidance learning and habituation (Jer- namely, to assume that septal damage reduces the
usalinsky, Cervenansky, Walz, Bianchin, & Izquierdo, 1993; Iz- amount of time the hippocampus spends storing newquierdo, da Cunha, Rosat, Jerusalinsky, Ferreira, & Medina,

information, but not the amount of time it spends1992), though not of conditioned emotional responding (Brioni &
recalling old information. The hippocampal networkIzquierdo, 1988). Thus, the effects of intrahippocampal scopol-

amine vary for different tasks. Within the eyeblink preparation, is formalized as an autoencoder, which attempts to
however, it seems that intrahippocampal scopolamine is less dis- reconstruct its inputs on its output layer. Familiar
ruptive than septal or systemic scopolamine, reinforcing the sug- (well-stored) patterns should be reconstructed per-
gestion that the relevant effects occur afferent to the hippocampus

fectly. But novel patterns should have some recon-and are sited either in the septohippocampal pathways them-
struction error—particularly given the tendency ofselves or in the medial septum, which would in turn disrupt sep-

tohippocampal processes. this and all autoassociative networks to treat novel
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58 MYERS ET AL.

FIG. 6. (A) Highly simplified representation of cortical, hippocampal, and septal interaction, combining the accounts of Gluck and Myers
(1993) and Hasselmo and Schnell (1994). The cortex learns and stores mappings between stimulus inputs and behavioral responses; this
learning is mediated by (but not necessarily dependent on) the hippocampal region. The medial septum is assumed to determine whether
the hippocampal system operates to store new information or recall stored information and transfer it to cortex. (B) One approach to
implementing the processes shown in (A). Medial septal input is assumed to determine hippocampal learning rate, which in turn determines
whether the hippocampal network is more prone to store new information or recall stored information. (C) An alternate approach to implement-
ing (A): Medial septal lesion is assumed to degrade the training (storage) in the hippocampal network by allowing intrusion of information
from the output (recall) of the hippocampal network. This is formally equivalent to the learning rate manipulation of (B).

patterns as degraded versions of a stored pattern, work training signal, by corrupting it with its own
reconstructed outputs, therefore makes the networkand to try to reconstruct that stored pattern (e.g.,

Anderson, 1977). Degrading the hippocampal net- less responsive to external stimuli and more respon-
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sive to its own internally stored information. Figure by Thompson, Berger, Berry, Hoehler, Kettner, and
Weisz (1980) that medial septal lesion results in an6C schematizes this implementation. This also cor-

responds to altering the storage/recall tradeoff in the extension of Prokasy’s first stage of learning.
manner hypothesized by Hasselmo to result after
septal disruption. Mathematically, this is formally CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS REGARDING
the same manipulation as lowering the learning CHOLINERGIC THERAPY IN NORMAL
rate; Appendix II shows a formal proof. AND SEPTAL-LESIONED SUBJECTS

The effects of lowering the learning rate on acqui-
sition of a simple conditioned response in the model If, as this modeling work suggests, the effect of

scopolamine is to reduce acetylcholine and therebyare shown in Fig. 7A. The curves for lower learning
rates have the same overall shape, but are shifted reduce hippocampal storage, administration of cho-

linergic agonists should largely reverse this effect.to the right, indicating delayed learning; this is qual-
itatively the same effect as seen in rabbits after sep- This is indeed the case: scopolamine-induced learn-

ing deficits can generally be reversed by the choliner-tohippocampal disruption via scopolamine (Fig. 7B).
This is to be expected from the structure of the corti- gic agonist oxotremorine, the cholinesterase inhibi-

tor physostigmine or related compounds (e.g.,cohippocampal model. The cortical network can only
learn the correct response when its internal repre- Rupniak, Samson, Tye, Field, & Iverson, 1991; Lam-

berty & Gower, 1991; Iijima, Greig, Garofalo, Span-sentation of the stimulus is no longer changing. This
will happen when the hippocampal network has gler, Heller, & Brossi, 1993). Similarly, in subjects

with chronically reduced acetylcholine, such aslearned to reliably reconstruct the input pattern.
After this, the cortical network will learn quickly, at through basal forebrain damage, cholinergic therapy

should have an ameliorating effect. This is also thea rate which is not dependent on the hippocampal
learning rate. The amount by which learning is case: Physostigmine can reduce the learning deficits

in animals with basal forebrain lesions (Murray &slowed in the model is also dependent on the rate of
disruption, as summarized in Fig. 7C. The same Fibiger, 1985) and has been shown to produce lim-

ited, temporary memory improvements in a humandose-dependent effect is seen in normal humans un-
der scopolamine, as shown in Fig. 7D (Solomon et subject with discrete basal forebrain damage (Chat-

terjee, Morris, Bowers, Williamson, Doty, & Heil-al., 1993).
It is interesting to note the relationship between man, 1993). Patients with Alzheimer’s dementia,

which typically involves basal forebrain damage andthis model of septohippocampal modulation during
conditioning and the two-stage conditioning model decreased brain acetylcholine levels (Whitehouse,

Price, Struble, Clark, Coyle, & DeLong, 1982;offered by Prokasy (1972). Prokasy proposed that a
period during which the behavioral response was Kesner, 1988), also show impairments in learning

and memory (de Leon, Golomb, George, Convit, Rusi-adapted toward its asymptote was preceded by a
prior stage in which the response remained rela- nek, Morys, Bobinski, de Santi, Tarshish, Narkie-

wicz, & Wisniewski, 1993) which can be amelioratedtively constant at its baseline level. Both the abso-
lute baseline level and the temporal duration of this by physostigmine (Thal, Fuld, Masur, & Sharpless,

1983; Davis & Mohs, 1982; Sevush, Guterman, &first stage were assumed to vary with individuals.
Prokasy’s model therefore also predicts the S-shaped Villalon, 1991) or the cholinergic agonist Tacrine

(Knapp, Knopman, Solomon, Pendlebury, Davis, &acquisition curve shown by the control animals in
Fig. 7B. This two-stage model is consistent with the Gracon, 1994; Manning, 1994; Wagstaff & McTav-

ish, 1994). Presumably, cholinergic therapy is effec-corticohippocampal model; the corticohippocampal
model assumes that the hippocampal network forms tive in these patients by restoring neuropathologi-

cally depressed brain ACh levels.stimulus representations which are then acquired
by the cortical network. The cortical network cannot In normals, cholinergic therapy can also produce

robust improvements in learning. For example, mod-solve the task until these hippocampal-mediated
representations are formed and transferred. There- erate doses of physostigmine can improve learning

in rats (Santucci, Kanof, & Haroutunian, 1989; San-fore, Fig. 7A shows an initial period of baseline re-
sponding before performance improves. The func- sone, Castellano, Palazzesi, Battaglia, & Ammas-

sari-Teule, 1993) and monkeys (Bartus & Uehara,tional consequence of equating cholinergic suppres-
sion with a decrease in our hippocampal network’s 1979; Ogura & Aigner, 1993). The cholinergic ago-

nist oxotremine, injected into medial septum, resultslearning rate is, thus, analogous to extending just
the first stage of learning within Prokasy’s two-stage in facilitated avoidance learning in normal rats (Iz-

quierdo et al., 1992), while the acetylcholinesterasemodel. This is consistent with an earlier proposal
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FIG. 7. (A) Learning curves for three different hippocampal learning rates in the model; lowered learning rates shift the acquisition
curve right—delaying the onset of learning. (B) For comparison, the rabbit data show a similar delay of conditioning with scopolamine
(adapted from Solomon et al., 1983). (C) Model data, replotted to show percent responding after 200 training trials. (D) Human data
show a similar dose-dependent effect of scopolamine (after Solomon et al., 1993).

inhibitor galanthamine can improve passive avoid- In fact, it is the case that cholinergic drugs typi-
cally facilitate learning in normal subjects onlyance and water maze learning in normal rats

(Sweeney, Bachman, & Coyle, 1990). The effects of within a limited dosage range, and dosages ex-
ceeding this optimum may either eliminate the facil-such cholinergic drugs can be simulated in the model

by raising the hippocampal learning rate, just as itation (e.g., Santucci et al., 1989; Ogura & Aigner,
1993; Sweeney et al., 1990; Bartus, 1979; Sansonethe anticholinergic drug scopolamine is presumed to

lower it. Figure 8 shows that, to a limited extent, et al., 1993; Markowska, Olton, & Givens, 1995) or
even impair learning (e.g., Ennaceur & Meliani,raising the learning rate can improve learning in the

model, consistent with the behavioral data. 1992; Miyamoto, Narumi, Nagaoka, & Coyle, 1989;
Dumery, Derer, & Blozovski, 1988). Thus, studiesHowever, Fig. 8 also shows that raising the hippo-

campal learning rate beyond some optimal level which consider a range of dosages often produce an
inverted U-shaped curve: with memory improve-(about 0.1 for this simulation) actually retards learn-

ing in the model. This is a general property of con- ments for the optimal dosages and decreased perfor-
mances for higher dosages. This phenomenon is ac-nectionist networks (cf. Jacobs, 1988). This suggests

that, while cholinergic agonists may improve learn- counted for in the model as an upsetting of a critical
balance between storage and recall. Thus, while tooing in subjects with artificially depressed brain ace-

tylcholine, there may be little to gain from choliner- little acetylcholine (as with scopolamine) can upset
this balance and impair learning, too much acetyl-gic therapy in normal subjects—and in fact too much

hippocampal acetylcholine could actually degrade choline (as with large doses of cholinergic drugs) can
impair learning as well. The model therefore pro-learning.
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FIG. 8. (A) Speed of learning in the corticohippocampal model (graphed as 3000 trials to reach criterion) is a function of the
hippocampal-network learning rate. Learning can be degraded by lowering the learning rate from a ‘‘normal’’ level near 0.02 to a ‘‘low’’
level near 0.08; this is presumed to be analogous to the administration of anticholinergics which also retard learning (refer Fig. 7).
Increasing the learning rate, e.g., to 0.064, can result in improved learning, presumably similar to the effects of cholinergic agonists.
However, beyond some optimum level, further increases (e.g., to 0.126) do not improve learning, predicting that cholinergic drugs will
be beneficial only over some limited dosage. Further learning rate increases (e.g., to 0.256) actually result in impaired learning (not
shown). (B) A similar dose-dependent effect of physostigmine is often seen in the empirical data. For example, normal monkeys performing
a delayed non-matching to sample task show improvement with moderate (10 mg/kg) doses of physostigmine but not with higher (32 mg/
kg) doses, compared with controls given saline (S). Figure adapted from Ogura and Aigner, 1993). In other studies, high dosages of
physostigmine can actually impair learning (e.g., Ennaceur & Meliani, 1992; Miyamoto, Narumi, Nagaoka, & Coyle, 1989; Dumery,
Derer, & Blozovski, 1988).

vides an account of this empirical phenomenon, deficit with increasing levels of septal disruption;
this is consistent with data showing that the drugwhich has remained problematic in the clinical phar-

macology literature. scopolamine, which interrupts cholinergic septohip-
pocampal processes, produces a dose-dependent deg-
radation of conditioning. The model further expectsCONCLUSIONS
that cholinergic agonists may improve memory, par-

In this paper, Hasselmo’s theory of septohippo- ticularly in subjects with preexisting artificial low-
campal modulation during learning (Hasselmo & ering of brain acetylcholine. This is consistent with
Schnell, 1994) has been incorporated into Gluck and the known memory improvement after administra-
Myers’s (1993) model of corticohippocampal interac- tion of cholinergic drugs in normals and subjects
tion during associative learning, resulting in a more with basal forebrain damage. However, the model
complete model of hippocampal-region function. Spe- expects that cholinergic therapy may only be benefi-
cifically, the hippocampal region is assumed to con- cial to normal subjects in a very limited range; too
struct new stimulus representations during learning much acetylcholine will degrade memory. This is
and provide these to cortical areas for long-term stor- consistent with the fact that cholinergic memory
age; the medial septum is assumed to mediate the drugs are typically only effective for a limited dos-
relative time the hippocampus spends storing new age; beyond this dosage, memory may be unaffected
information itself vs. recalling that information and or even impaired. This is one example of how compu-
transferring it to cortical stores. The postulated sep- tational approaches to neuroscience can help provide
tohippocampal modulation is incorporated into the a theoretical framework for understanding empirical
corticohippocampal model by the simple mechanism findings.
of adjusting learning rate in the hippocampal net- In addition to the cholinergic septohippocampal
work, but not the rate at which information is trans- processes, the medial septum also sends other pro-
ferred to cortex. The resulting model correctly ac- cesses to the hippocampus, notably a GABAergic
counts for data from the eyeblink conditioning para- projection (Freund & Antal, 1988; Brazhnik, Vino-
digm, notably that while direct hippocampal lesion gradova, Stafekhina, & Kitchigina, 1993b) which
does not particularly disrupt simple conditioning, may allow the hippocampus to switch between theta
septal lesion can have a devastating effect. Addition- and nontheta states, as noted above. Buzsaki (1989)

has suggested that the hippocampus enters a ‘‘stor-ally, the model correctly generates a graded learning
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age’’ phase during theta states and a ‘‘consolidation’’ sumed to compute error, continued training should
reduce this error and hence reduce medial septalphase during nontheta states, during which stored

information is gradually transferred to cortex. This activity. Hasselmo’s cholinergic account predicts the
same effect: since the medial septum is assumed toseptal-mediated consolidation of information from

hippocampus to cortex would require that stored become active when the hippocampus encounters
novel information, repeated exposure should reducerepresentations in the hippocampus should be rein-

stated, which is just the septal-mediated recall func- novelty and hence reduce medial septal activity
(Hasselmo et al., 1995). An interesting and im-tion Hasselmo proposes. Thus, the cholinergic and

GABAergic septohippocampal inputs may interact portant future direction is to determine the extent to
which septohippocampal GABAergic and cholinergicand provide complementary functions. Although an-

ticholinergic drugs such as scopolamine are expected processes interact and cooperate. Computational
models may be able to provide some insights here,to disrupt septohippocampal cholinergic processes,

they might have little direct effect on a GABA-medi- by providing a framework for examining theories.
To examine this issue empirically would requireated schedule of consolidation. As a result, septal

lesion, which disrupts all septohippocampal connec- studies systematically comparing the effects of anti-
cholinergic drugs such as scopolamine with the ef-tions, might be expected to have a more severe effect

on learning than anticholinergic drugs; in fact, this fects of basal forebrain damage. In addition to ani-
mal models, human studies would be useful. Theappears to be the case (compare Figs. 5A and 5B),

but this question remains to be directly tested. Cur- effects of scopolamine on human eyeblink condition-
ing are fairly well characterized, as discussed above,rently, our model cannot shed much light on this

issue, as it does not include any account of the GA- so it remains to identify a population with relatively
discrete basal forebrain damage, for comparison.BAergic connections from septum to hippocampus

and therefore cannot fully simulate medial septal Such a population may be found among survivors
of anterior communicating artery (ACoA) aneurysmlesion, only disruption of septohippocampal choliner-

gic processes. rupture. The ACoA is the small blood vessel that
interconnects the left and right anterior cerebral ar-We note, however, that another computational

model of hippocampal function has concentrated on teries and which gives rise to a variable number of
smaller blood vessels which vascularize the basalthe GABAergic projections from septum to hippo-

campus (Schmajuk & DiCarlo, 1992). This model as- forebrain structures (Crowell & Morawetz, 1977).
ACoA rupture can result in basal forebrain in-sumes that the hippocampus is involved in comput-

ing the aggregate prediction of ongoing events and in farction, to a degree dependent on the size and loca-
tion of the aneurysm and the number and extent ofcomputing and providing error signals to cerebellum

during learning. Hippocampal lesion, in this model, collaterals involved. About 15% of ACoA aneurysm
survivors present with a syndrome including denseinterferes with these processes, allowing only indi-

vidual associations between stimuli and USs; associ- anterograde amnesia (DeLuca & Diamond, 1994).
This amnesia occurs in the absence of direct hippo-ations formed prior to the lesion are assumed to be

spared. This model and its successors have been campal damage but is believed to result from basal
forebrain damage (Irle, Woura, Kunert, Hampl, &fairly successful in accounting for the behaviors of

intact and hippocampal-lesioned animals (Schma- Kunze, 1992). If so, we would expect these patients
to show dramatic disruption in eyeblink condition-juk & DiCarlo, 1992; Schmajuk & Blair, 1993).

Within their framework, medial septal GABAergic ing. This would be in stark contrast to the preserved
eyeblink conditioning observed in hippocampal-processes are assumed to modulate hippocampal

performance by providing information regarding the damaged amnesics (refer Fig. 4A). Such a result
would begin to address the important question oferror between the actual US and the hippocampal

prediction of US. Medial septal lesion is, thus, pre- whether there are different amnesic syndromes, de-
pending on different etiology.sumed to disrupt this error signal, interfering with

the ability of the hippocampus to provide error infor- This general computational approach to investi-
gate neuromodulation of hippocampal function maymation to the cortex. The result is a global decrease

in conditioning speed, similar to that shown in the be extensible to other neuromodulators, such as nor-
epinephrine, dopamine, and serotonin. Whereasempirical data (refer Fig. 5A; Berry & Solomon,

1979). Schmajuk and DiCarlo’s model also correctly neurotransmitters function to carry information be-
tween brain cells, neuromodulators affect how thatexpects a global decrease in medial septal activity

with continued exposure to stimuli (Berger & information is processed (Hasselmo, 1995). For ex-
ample, norepinephrine is believed to signal high vigi-Thompson, 1978); since the medial septum is as-
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lance to external stimuli and events (Aston-Jones & The learning rate (a) is 0.02, except when adjusted
to simulate the effects of cholinergic drugs, and isBloom, 1981). In the corticohippocampal model, this

signal would correspond to short-term adjustments increased 10-fold on trials where the US is present.
Momentum (b) is set at 0.9.in the hippocampal (and possibly cortical) learning

rates during presentation of salient stimuli. Other The cortical network is a fully connected feed-for-
ward network, with 18 input nodes, 60 internal-neuromodulators are similarly important; for exam-

ple, schizophrenia may partly result from dopamine layer nodes, and 1 output node. The inputs are the
same as the first 18 elements of the hippocampalimbalance in the hippocampus (e.g., Krieckhaus,

Donahoe, & Morgan, 1992). Extension of the model- network input; the desired output is the presence or
absence of the US. Output nodes in this networking techniques presented here to account for the

roles of these other neuromodulators remains a fu- are trained in the same way as output nodes in the
hippocampal network, except that the learning rateture line of research.
is 0.005. Internal-layer nodes j are trained by com-
puting the desired output as the difference betweenAPPENDIX I: SIMULATION DETAILS
yj and a weighted sum of the outputs of the internal-

The corticohippocampal model generating the sim- layer nodes in the hippocampal network, and then
ulation results shown in this article is an adaptation using the weight-change rule described above. The
of that described in Gluck and Myers (1993). learning rate for the internal layer nodes is 0.001.

The hippocampal network is a fully connected au- Again, the learning rate increases 10-fold on US-
toencoder (Hinton, 1989) with 19 input nodes, 10 present trials, and the momentum is 0.9.
internal-layer nodes, and 19 output nodes. The input All weights and biases in the system are initialized
to this network is a vector with three elements speci- randomly from U(00.3, 0.3). The full corticohippo-
fying the presence or absence of up to three CSs, 15 campal system is initialized for 200 trials with CS
‘‘context’’ elements each randomly (but fixedly) set and US absent.
to 0.0 or 1.0, and a final element constantly set to
0.0. The desired output for this network is a repro- APPENDIX II
duction of this input vector, with the final element
indicating the presence or absence of the US on the Proof of Equivalence of Disrupting Output
current trial. This network is trained by the stan- and Lowering Learning Rate in the
dard error backpropagation algorithm (Hinton, Hippocampal Network
Rumelhart, & Williams, 1986). Output yj for each

The hippocampal network is a fully connectednode j is computed via a logistic activation function
three-layer network, trained by the error backpropa-
gation algorithm (Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams,yj Å f (∑

i

wij yi / uj )
1986) according to the weight-change rule

f (x) Å 1
(1 / e0x)

. wij r wij / Dwij

Dwij r a(Dwij ) / bdj yi .
Error signals for the output nodes are calculated by

The effects of scopolamine on the hippocampal re-
dj Å (Ij 0 yj )yj(1 0 yj ), gion are simulated by a simple lowering of learning

rate b. We show here that this is analogous to the
where Ij is the training signal and yj the output for proposition of Hasselmo that the effect of reducing
output node j. Error signals are backpropagated to acetylcholine is equivalent to making the hippocam-
internal nodes by pus respond less to external stimuli and more to its

own internal (recalled) state. In the corticohippo-
dj Å yj(1 0 yj )(∑

k

wjkdk ). campal model, reducing the effects of external stim-
uli would correspond to corrupting the desired out-
put Ij of the hippocampal network’s output nodes, by

Weights are changed by a momentum rule including the influence of the actual network output
yj :

wij r wij / Dwij

Dwij r a(Dwij ) / bdj yi . I*j Å (1 0 s)Ij / syj ,
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Chatterjee, A., Morris, M. K., Bowers, D., Williamson, D. J., Doty,where 0 £ s £ 1 represents the scopolamine dose.
L., & Heilman, K. M. (1993). Cholinergic treatment of anThis will change the error for the output nodes to
amnestic man with a basal forebrain lesion: theoretical impli-
cations. Journal of Neurology, Neurosurgery and Psychiatry,
56, 1282–1289.d*j Å (1 0 s)dj

Cohen, N. (1984). Preserved learning capacity in amnesia: Evi-
dence for multiple learning systems. In L. Squire & N. But-for output nodes, and also for internal nodes, since
ters (Eds.), Neuropsychology of memory (pp. 83–103). Newtheir error is calculated by backpropagation, which
York: Guilford.is linear. The weight change will become

Daum, I., Channon, S., & Canavan, A. G. M. (1989). Classical
conditioning in patients with severe memory problems. Jour-

Dw*ij Å bd*j yi Å b(1 0 s)djyi Å b*dj yi , nal of Neurology, Neurosurgery, and Psychiatry, 52, 47–51.

Davis, K., & Mohs, R. (1982). Enhancement of memory processes
in Alzheimer’s disease with multiple-dose intravenous physo-where b* Å (1 0 s)b. Therefore, since 0 £ s £ 1,
stigmine. American Journal of Psychiatry, 139, 1421–1424.the effect is simply to lower the learning rate.
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